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Let’s talk about Parental Responsibilities rather than Parental Authority.
Let’s lead our children by example.
Let’s teach our children ‘Two wrongs can never make a right’.
Let’s resolve conflicts rather than create them.
Let’s be the change we want to see in our broken relationships.
Let’s respect the fundamental rights of the others.
Let’s love our children unconditionally.
Let’s focus primarily on our children’s future and wellbeing.
Let’s provide our children with the proper legal standing.
Let’s encourage our government to sustain a child-friendly justice.
Let’s spend our money to take action to protect our children.
Let’s stop any form of abuse.
Let’s ensure inclusivity and celebrate diversity.
Let’s stay safe and keep our children healthy.
Let’s protect our children online.
Let’s agree to disagree.
Let’s spread our democratic values.
Let’s make stronger laws that support children in the judicial system.
Let’s practice what we preach.
Let’s enforce the rights of children.
Let’s save the life of children.
Let’s share best practices.
Let’s convince politicians to put their money where their mouth is.
let the law rule.
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FAMILY LIFE FOR ALL 

1 Article 32 of the Constitution of Malta
2 Article 8, ‘Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence’

The right to live together is the essential ingredient to family life 
so that family relationships may develop and members of the 

family may enjoy each other’s company. The existence of family life 
is essentially a question of fact depending on the real existence in 
practice of close personal ties. The notion concerns marriage-based 
relationships and also de facto ‘family ties’, including same-sex couples 
and where the parties are living outside marriage or other factors 
which can effectively demonstrate the existence of family ties. 

Human Rights must be enjoyed by “Everyone”. Meaning 
that the protection of the enjoyment of all the fundamental 
Rights and Freedoms does not only apply to men and 
women but also to men and women of all ages. 

The provisions of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) have been drafted in a form which requires 
National judicial systems and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) 
to interpret and apply them effectively and in a practical manner. 

Victims of a violation of their fundamental right to respect for their 
family life are not protected under the Constitution of Malta in 
view that Chapter IV of the Constitution does not provide for such 
protection. The only instance when family life is mentioned is in 
the preamble of Chapter IV1, which provision is non-justiciable. 
The only claim for a breach of the fundamental human right to 
respect for family life may be instituted before the Civil Court in 
its Constitutional Jurisdiction by invoking the First Schedule of the 
European Convention Act, Chapter 319 of the Laws of Malta2.

Questions arise as to whether the decisions by the public authorities 
have been taken proportionately, namely whether the child’s interests 
were taken into account sufficiently by the public authorities. 

Despite the fact that the ECHR does not expressly provide 
for children’s rights, the ECtHR does not make a distinction 
between adults and minors when it is empowered to decide on 
the entitlement of any right falling under its protection.

In fact, Malta is also bound by the provisions of the Council of 
Europe’s Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which provides a general 
prohibition on discrimination, namely, ‘the enjoyment of any 
right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination’. 

When a discriminatory act gives rise to the violation of the 
fundamental right to enjoy the fruits of the family ties which 
would have been established between the two individuals, the 
provisions of Protocol No. 12 to the Convention become applicable. 
These have widened the jurisdiction of the courts to safeguard 
everyone against the discriminatory application of any law. 
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This translates into the responsibility of the Maltese State to ensure 
that all decisions taken by individuals, whether empowered by private 
or public institutions legally obliged to care for and protect minors, 
are effectively fulfilling the aim envisaged by the international, 
regional, EU, and national laws enacted to ensure the protection 
of each child within its jurisdiction without discrimination.3

Malta, as a Member State of the European Union, is also additionally 
bound to eliminate any form of discrimination between adults 
and minors.4 Coupled with the principle of equality, a thorough 
assessment must be carried out by all public authorities to ensure 
that in all activities the right to respect for family life is mutually 
enjoyed by parents and their children, irrespective of the process 
which established the legal recognition of their relationship, especially 
when the relationship between the parents has broken down. 5

 Minors within the European Union are further protected under 
Article 24 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 
Union which expressly provides, “Every child shall have the right to 
maintain on a regular basis a personal relationship and direct contact 
with both his or her parents, unless that is contrary to his or her interests.” 
Nevertheless, the ECtHR does not have jurisdiction to decide claims 
invoking the provisions of the EU Charter as it is only concerned 
with the provisions within the ECHR and its protocols. 

Furthermore, as a State party to the Convention for the Rights of the 
Child (CRC), the Maltese authorities shall respect the responsibilities, 
rights and duties of parents, or, where applicable, the members of 
the extended family or community as provided for by local custom, 
legal guardians, or other persons legally responsible for the child, 
to provide, in a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of 
the child, appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise by 
the child of the rights recognized in the present Convention.

Nonetheless, Malta has not yet ratified the Optional Protocol to the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child on a Communications Procedure 
which reaffirms the universality, indivisibility, interdependence, 
and interrelatedness of all human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
This means that children in Malta cannot exercise their right 
to appeal to an international mechanism specific to them when 
national mechanisms fail to address violations effectively.

The age is one of the underlying criteria in the process of ensuring 
that differential treatment is not provided to persons of a certain 
age without it being justified at law. Persons who have not 
reached 18 years of age shall be protected by the law by giving 
the authority to parents and other recognised guardians at law 
and the State in their stead to take decisions on their behalf.

In conclusion, it is fundamental that in all actions concerning children, 
whether undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, 
courts of law, administrative authorities, or legislative bodies, the 
best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.

3 Article 1 of Protocol No. 12 – General prohibition of discrimination.
4 Article 21 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
5 Monory v Romania and Hungary
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

6 Fernandez Martinez v. Spain, Judgment of the ECtHR.

The Maltese State must fulfil its positive obligations to ensure 
that the rights of all family members are respected at all times 

by the public officials and between private parties. In order for 
an authority to act in accordance with its legal obligations, its 
decision-making processes must be based on procedures inherent 
to an effective protection of the enjoyment of human rights. 

Differential treatment in the application of article 8 of the ECHR 
between family members, lacking an objective and reasonable 
justification, not having a legitimate aim, and not being 
reasonably proportionate is considered not to be in compliance 
to the equality principle, thus discriminatory in principle. 

Any interference of the public authorities to the equal enjoyment 
of the right may be challenged by the aggrieved party, including 
minors. The State must ensure that minors are equally represented 
during all the processes that directly or indirectly impact their 
development and well-being and ensure due respect for the interests 
of all parties involved and whose rights are safeguarded at law.6 

This Working Paper includes a set of recommended actions to be 
further discussed and developed with the relevant authorities 
for the implementation of more effective procedures and 
legal provisions at national level to safeguard the rights 
of children and other family members equally. 

These are being presented under four pillars: Prevention, 
Protection, Proceedings, and Partnerships.  
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6.1 – Prevention

1. The Right to an ef fective remedy7 

7 Article 13 of the ECHR
8 Posevini v. Bulgaria, Judgment of the ECtHR.
9 Zazanis v. Greece, 2004 (§ 47),

1.1. In the case of interference with any human 
right, a remedy is effective if: 
i. the individual has access to a procedure enabling them 

to contest the lawfulness of the assessments carried 
out by the public authorities leading to searches and 
seizures and to obtain redress where appropriate; 8

ii.  it is assessed in relation to a police complaint 
and the individual would have access to 
the information held against him; 

iii.  time limits are set for any action by public officers 
to initiate enforcement proceedings. 

2. Determination of Violence
2.1. Include a clear definition of moral, emotional, 

and psychological violence .in the law.
2.2. The law must clearly establish the underlying criteria deployed 

by the authorities to determine and assess the risk, the extent 
of the existence of moral, emotional, or psychological risk, and 
identify the form and the likelihood of the alleged violence. 

2.3. Evidence of domestic violence shall constitute a grave reason 
for the purposes of the exclusion of custody (Article 56A of 
the Civil Code). The investigating officers must ensure the 
evidence is gathered within a stipulated time frame. 

2.4. An impartial assessment must be carried out through 
forensic interviews, including with other members of the 
family, to specifically assess impact of DV on the minors. 

3. The Powers of the Children’s Commission 
3.1. Advisory powers cannot be regarded as an effective remedy.9 The 

office must assume an active monitoring role of the impact of all 
the laws enacted by Parliament on the wellbeing of all children 
and the timely enforcement of their fundamental rights.

3.2. The commission for Children must be granted executive powers 
to initiate proceedings on behalf of children, out of its own 
motion or upon a formal complaint before the justice system, 
depending on the nature of the grievance caused to the child.  

3.3. A written report must be produced by the enforcement 
and social welfare case officer in charge and a copy 
provided to the parties and/or legal representatives 
within a time frame stipulated by the law. 
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4. The Powers of the executive police
4.1. When dealing with a complaint in pursuant to a court Order, 

the measures of control over the correspondence carried out 
with both parties and the enforcement procedures applied must 
be exercised in a consistent and non-discriminatory manner. 

4.2. The actions undertaken by the executive police must 
be carried out effectively and impartially. 

5. Record Keeping of Complaints
5.1. All complaints shall be recorded in writing. 
5.2. All telephone or other form of communication between 

the parties and police officers or any other public 
officer acting under the control of the state shall 
be recorded and made available to the court.

6. Law Enforcement Standard Operating Procedures 
must be available in writing:

6.1. In case of a parent ordered by the police 
to leave the matrimonial home.

6.2. In case of minors living with the person alleging 
domestic violence, the non-fulfilment of a maintenance 
order, or the execution of any court order.

6.3. Distinguish between alleged crime and real 
crime scene from the evidence compiled.

6.4. Clearly stipulate when discretionary powers may be exercised 
and how they are to be considered permissible at law. 

7. Pick up Point for Children 
7.1. A state-administered child-friendly pick up point should be set 

up in each Malta police district as an alternative to the current 
popular practice of ordering problematic pick ups at beginning 
and end of visitation times to take place at police stations.

7.2. This state-administered pick up point can be applied for by either 
parent against justification. Reasons cited for such an application 
can include fears for own safety or actions which impede the 
full enjoyment of visitation times for both parent and child such 
as repetitive tardiness, reluctance to physically hand over the 
minor especially in the case of infants and younger children, and 
suspected alienation-induced reluctance or upset by the child.

7.3. Whenever a state-administered pick up point is decreed upon 
application, this should be at an approximate geographical 
‘half way’ point between the two parents or to alternate 
between the pick up points closest to each parent’s residence 
when the two residences are in adjacent Malta police 
districts or when one parent lives on the islands of Gozo or 
Comino and the other parent lives on the island of Malta.

7.4. When either parent has an active Protection Order against 
the other parent, a police officer must be present for as 
long as the two parents are in proximity for the pick up.

7.5. In cases where a parent has a justification for not travelling 
to the state-administered pick-up point, such as certified 
health reasons, a police officer must be made available to 
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accompany the mobile parent to the other parent’s residence 
within an hour from the time the police are notified. 

7.6. Any contact time lost due to the non-observance of the 
access rights ordered by the Court shall be noted in writing 
in the police report filed by the requesting parent. 

8. Ex-of ficio enforcement measures of court orders 
8.1. Police to proceed with the enforcement of the court order 

and inform the court without delay in case of non-adherence 
with a Court Order granting Access to the complainant. 

8.2. In case of lack of objective and reasonable justification for 
the non-fulfilment of an effective access granted to the 
complainant, the police and/or other public officers involved 
must present such evidence to the court without delay to 
determine whether such interference with the enforcement of 
the court order was carried out in pursuant to a legitimate aim. 

8.3. A difference in treatment will be discriminatory if it 
“has no objective and reasonable justification”, that is, 
if it does not pursue a legitimate aim or if there is not a 
reasonable relationship of proportionality between the 
means employed and the aim sought to be realised.

9. The Role of the National Social Welfare Services
9.1. Establish whether a parent-child relationship 

is posing a real threat to the child. 
9.2. Reports must be communicated in writing to the 

party filing a complaint when the investigation 
is carried out by the social workers. 

10. Transposition of the provisions of the Convention of 
the Rights of the Child into an Act of Parliament. 

11. Insert the duty of the state and those acting within its control to 
protect and enforce the rights of the child in the Constitution of Malta. 

12. Ratification of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child on a Communications Procedure.

13. Amendments to the Civil Code: 
13.1. Joint Care and Custody - The law does not provide for the 

possibility of Equal Shared parenting in view that the physical 
care and custody is assigned to one of the parents at the court’s 
discretion. Equal Shared Parenting must be granted ex officio 
in separation cases and exercised effectively unless proof is 
brought to the satisfaction of the Court by either party that 
Equal Shared Parenting is not in the child’s best interests. 

13.2. Contact Rights - The law continuously refers to the spouses 
having the right for access, care and custody, and the 
duty to maintain. The law must be revised to reflect the 
modern family ties recognised at law to have the same legal 
responsibilities as those established through marriage. 

13.3. Amendment to Article of 57 (3) of the Civil Code where 
the forbidding of access is resorted to not only within 
the stated condition but also as a last resort after the 
state has exhausted all other means, such as the state-
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administered child-friendly pick up point and the police 
accompaniment referred to in the sections above. 

13.4. No Differential Treatment - There should be no distinction 
between parents who are married or in a civil union or 
other relationships based on ties of filiation as opposed to 
marriage. Such family ties equally translate into family life 
providing for the existence of parental responsibilities. 

13.5. Children from biological or adoptive parents or parents 
whose relationship is not legally recognised are equally 
entitled to the same protection of the law. 

13.6. It is in the best interest of the child to be legally affiliated and 
the biological parents to be both known to the authorities. 

13.7. Articles 3 and 3(b) of the Civil Code oblige spouses to maintain 
each other and their children. The provision on the duty of spouse 
towards children under Article 3B of the Civil Code must be 
revised to reflect the equal status of children born out of wedlock. 

14. Amendment to the Gender Based Violence 
and Domestic Violence Act, Chapter 581

14.1. Legal definition on emotional and psychological violence must 
include parental alienation as a form of psychological abuse on 
children. Tools to identify parental alienation must be identified 
and the criteria for the elimination of such must be outlined 
in the existing legislative framework rather than singled out.

14.2. The legal interpretation of what constitutes child abuse 
must be unequivocally interpreted and cited in legislation 
and guidelines. Alienation must be ruled out if the alleged 
victim parent is proven to have abused (through neglect 
or physical/psychological/emotional and other forms of 
violence) the minor and alienated the minor themselves. 

14.3. The provision outlining the grounds for alienation must envisage 
to eliminate any form of abuse by the perpetrators of violence 
who would be claiming to be alienated. The appointment of 
experts in child protection is recommended ex officio and 
at any time upon request to avoid inconsistencies with the 
application of the same law aiming at protecting children.  
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6.2 – Protection

15. Ef fective access to the court 
15.1. The referral of complaints to the Police Complaints 

Authority (Kwerela) for an investigation into the conduct 
of an individual or the police officers themselves cannot 
be left to the discretion of the Chief Constable. 

15.2. The State plays an important role in appointing, remunerating, 
and, in certain circumstances, dismissing members of 
the Police Complaints Authority. Therefore, the system of 
investigation of complaints must meet the requisite standards 
of independence needed to constitute sufficient protection 
against the abuse of authority and thus provide an effective 
remedy within the meaning of Article 13 of the ECHR.

15.3. The authority’s powers and the procedural safeguards 
that it affords must be taken into account in order 
to determine whether the remedy is effective. 

16. In case of Children out of wedlock and access granted 
to the parent not exercising physical custody.  

16.1. An order for ‘Conditional Temporary Access’ to be issued by 
the Child Protection Directorate to the applicant parent and 
decreed within 10 days valid until the competent court hears 
the parties claiming their right to the enjoyment of family life 

16.2. Court proceedings to be initiated immediately by the child 
protection officer on behalf of the child being neglected access 
to the parent not exercising physical custody within 1 month 
from the submission of the formal complaint with the Child 
Protection Directorate or the Police, whichever comes first. 

16.3. Evidence must be collected by the child protection experts 
and presented to the court together with the application 
for the recognition of the applicant parent’s right. 

17. Procedures to carry out and evaluate risk assessments 
17.1. To include a multi-disciplinary and 

human rights-based approach. 
17.2. If risk is identified, potential victims of domestic 

violence must be provided with victim support sessions 
coordinated by a psycho-social support worker. 

17.3. The alleged perpetrator is to attend 
mandatory sessions concurrently. 

17.4. An assessment drawn by a multi-disciplinary team of 
experts must determine the cause and extent of the 
existing risk reported upon by the alleged victim

18. Written Standard Operating Procedures in cases of domestic violence
18.1. Must be available for officers handling domestic violence reports. 
18.2. Notification of such reports are to be made to all 

parties involved and the relevant authorities.
18.3. Parental alienation should be included as a definition for abuse.
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19. Child Protection
19.1. Child Protection Directorate to be notified without 

any delay and a forensic expert is engaged to follow 
the investigations and conclude a report on the steps 
to be taken in the best interests of the child. 

19.2. An Assessment must be drawn to determine whether 
minors are involved or at risk in any way and legal 
criteria need to be employed in a consistent manner to 
measure the impact of domestic violence on children 

19.3. If the Claimant is found not guilty or deemed not a danger 
to minors, the child protection officer shall recommend to 
the competent court for its consideration to award shared 
equal physical custody ex officio. (50-50 shared parenting)

20. The Deprivation of Liberty of the Alleged Perpetrator 
20.1. In cases of domestic violence, if such allegations are not 

substantiated with concrete evidence of a threat posed 
on the child, any action delimiting access to the child 
should be taken to interpret as well to include disrupting 
contact and the relationship between parent-child.

20.2. Upon allegation against one of the parents with whom the 
child resides, such action of delimiting access to the child will 
be exercised against the alleged perpetrator and the physical 
custody will be reduced to a set number of hours per week or a 
minimum 50-50 shared physical custody, determined through the 
assessment by the child protection forensic experts referred to in 
the previous section, and coming into effect from the day prima 
facie evidence of domestic violence is reported to the police. 

20.3. There should be a shorter statute of limitations for cases 
involving children-parent relationships and time limits 
for collection of evidence; burden of proof on prosecution 
need to be in line with the underlying principles 
determining an effective remedy under article 13. 

20.4. The Child Protection Directorate shall initiative ex-officio 
proceedings before the competent court to identify whether the 
alleged perpetrator is unfit to exercise contact rights or otherwise 
within one month from the formal report of domestic violence. 

20.5. If the alleged perpetrator is found not guilty or deemed not a 
danger to minors, the child protection officer shall recommend 
to the competent court for its consideration to award shared 
equal physical custody ex officio. (50-50 shared parenting)

21. Decriminalisation of non-payment of child maintenance
21.1. Police are to be given executive powers to enforce court decrees. 

Nonetheless, it is not in the child’s best interests to criminalise 
either one of the parents for not paying child maintenance if 
the authorities are presented with an objective and reasonable 
justification or if the non-payment is not a repetitive occurrence.

21.2. The Social Services shall collect interest at 5% on the amount 
of maintenance due from the paying parent and any 
precautionary measures to settle any outstanding amounts 
shall be resorted to by the competent social services authority. 
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22. In cases of ill-treatment of a child
22.1. Ill-treatment includes neglecting the child’s need for adequate 

nutrition, clothing, shelter, and protection from harm, 
persistently offending the child’s dignity and self-esteem 
in a serious manner, and persistently imposing upon the 
child age-inappropriate tasks or hard physical labour.

22.2. Criminal Code Article 247(a) (ill-treatment)- Defaulting on 
child maintenance obligations is to be interpreted as ill-
treatment of a child. Thus, the parent must be presumed 
to have a justified prima facie objective reason for the non-
payment of child support. The enforcement of maintenance 
sought by the competent court must be proportionate 
and include a re-payment alternative facility which is 
in the best interests of the child’s relationship with the 
parent not fulfilling such maintenance obligations. 

23. In cases of Intra-State Abduction of minors
23.1. The definition for abduction of minors should 

be widened to include abduction within national 
borders with special investigative procedure to 
apply for allegations of domestic violence: 
i. Absconding parent obliged to file a 

police report within 24 hours.
ii. Police collect statement in response from the 

alleged abducting parent or accused parent 
within 24 hours after original report is filed.
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24. EU rules apply in Cross-border litigation

Life abroad may not only relate to work or study in another EU 
country. In a world where people are increasingly mobile, there are 
more and more families and couples made up of people from different 
EU countries. Also, the number of couples including a person from 
outside the EU is increasing. There are currently around 16 million 
international couples in the EU. Inevitably, when such families break 
up, family members often end up living in different countries. This 
can be a difficult situation, especially for parents and children.

24.1. Examples of these difficulties are:
 - The question at which court a divorce application should be 

filed and which country’s law is applicable to the divorce;
 - The issue of child custody across borders;
 - The enforcement of maintenance obligations abroad;
 - Succession issues in the event of death;
 - Access to legal aid is not provided to both parties; 
 - Mediation is not mandatory but subject 

to the consent of either party; 
 - Minors are not autonomously legally represented in the case.

24.2. Children removed in Countries not signatory to 
the Hague Convention or within the EU are not 
equally protected by the public authorities. 

24.3. The cooperation through bilateral agreement with third 
country nations is necessary  to ensure the best interests 
of the child in all cross-border litigation cases.

24.4. Procedure must be simplified by giving jurisdiction and 
competences to courts in the country of one’s habitual residence.  

24.5. Central authorities must ensure the enforcement 
of maintenance orders within 6 weeks.  

24.6. Expenses for legal representation for children 
must be covered by both parties in the case. 
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6.3 - Proceedings 

25. Access to National and Supra-national Courts
25.1. It is being proposed that an individual petition for any 

legally recognised parent is made available before the Civil 
Court in its Constitutional Jurisdiction for proceedings 
to be instituted in relation to family matters, co-parental 
custody, maintenance obligations, access to the child, 
and moral damages in compensation for pain, suffering 
and loss of child, or the likelihood of such loss. 

26. The appeal system. 
26.1. Appeals on a decree issued during a family court 

case shall be made to a different judge.
26.2. A separation case must be filed separately to the case 

determining the custody and access  to children from the 
marriage in question. Two separate trials will treat the 
issues in a more effective manner and different methods 
for scrutiny over the court proceedings may be applied. 

27. Child Maintenance
27.1. Child support shall be worked out by means of a mathematical 

formula to factor the: relative nights, relative meal-times, 
relative and real monthly income, and relative potential earning 
power of either parent. The latter to prevent abuse in case of a 
parent willingly choosing not to engage in paid employment.

27.2. The monthly maintenance decided upon shall be 
deposited into a state-administered account and 
a statement will be issued upon request.  

28. Investigations 
28.1. Provide a definitive list of investigative measures which can 

be expected to be executed based on an Investigation Order. 
28.2. Written Standard operating procedures to avoid 

situations violating the principle of legality.
28.3. Presence of a trained forensic police officer in 

evidence collection without undue delays. 
28.4. Multi-Agency National Referral Mechanism - Ex officio 

appointment of multi-disciplinary experts on the case.  

29. Legal Representation 
29.1. Legal Aid offered to potential victims of domestic violence.
29.2. Child Advocates should have locus standi from 

the moment a threat on a child is brought to 
the knowledge of any public authority.

29.3. Legal Aid to be equally provided to the defendant if 
police is not in possession of admissible evidence within 
the first 48 hours from the report filed by the alleged 
victim of domestic violence. This will ensure that the 
presumption of innocence of the alleged perpetrator is 
protected against arbitrary interference by the state. 

29.4. In case of no guilt found by the criminal court on the part of the 
defendant, legal aid shall be provided to the acquitted parent 
and the police shall ex officio initiate investigations upon the 
request of the acquitted person, who shall provide evidence 
within 20 days to sustain the allegations of domestic violence 
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were false and unfounded. Thus, the alleged victim will be 
prosecuted for committing perjury if sufficient evidence is 
brought beyond reasonable doubt that perjury was committed. 

29.5. A prescribed term will start running from 
the decision of the court of acquittal. 

30. Child Participation
30.1. Issues effecting a child must be heard, investigated, 

and reported upon during mediation 
30.2. The child advocate must have legal standing, called upon 

by the mediator if necessary and throughout the court 
proceedings in cases of contention between the parties. 

30.3. Children Houses must be available for supervised access.
30.4. Minors involved in criminal activity shall enrol in a 

mandatory rehabilitation programme and record 
on the minor’s development is to be kept. 

31. Enforcement Measures – Amendment 
Article 338(2) of the Criminal Code

31.1. Articles 338(2) breach of child access and maintenance 
of the Criminal Code must remain a Contravention 
affecting public order but however the remedy must 
not include imprisonment of the offender. 

338. Every person is guilty of a contravention 
against public order, who -
• (y) Being a parent or a spouse, leaves his children 

or spouse in want, whether in consequence of 
his or her disorderly living or indolence;

• (z) when so ordered by a court or so bound by contract 
fails to give to a person the sum fixed by that court or laid  
down  in  the  contract  as  maintenance  for  that person,  
within  fifteen  days  from  the  day  on  which, according to 
such order or contract, such sum should be paid: Provided 
that, notwithstanding any other provision of this Code, 
the criminal action for an offence under this paragraph 
is barred by the lapse of six months: Provided further 
that where the offender is a recidivist in a contravention 
under this paragraph the offender shall  be  liable  to  the  
punishment  of  detention  not exceeding three months or 
a fine (multa) not exceeding two hundred euro (€200) or 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding two (2) months;

• (ll) when ordered by a court or bound by contract 
to allow access to a child in his or her custody, 
refuses without just cause to give such access;

31.2. Alternative precautionary measures to secure 
maintenance obligations must be sought.

31.3. Effective and alternative temporary measures to settle 
the maintenance due shall be resorted to by the Court 
and in the best interests of the child and the relationship 
with their family members including the offender.
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32.  Enforcement of Court Decrees
32.1. The enforcement of Court Decrees must be effective, timely, 

and established in the law. Contact Rights and Court orders 
granting access to parents shall be executed without delay, 
giving sufficient time for the child to effectively enjoy 
family life with both parents and family members. 

32.2. The intervention of the executive police is required when access is 
not granted on the stipulated day/time as ordered by the Court. 

32.3. Any circumstance may be reported to the police and a copy 
of the report must be handed to the complainant. The 
report must include the date, time, relevant names, and 
name and number of the police officer taking the report as 
well as the reference number of the registered report.  

32.4. A designated trained police officer shall be engaged without 
delay to accompany the parent seeking the enforcement of the 
access decree to collect child from the identified location. 

32.5. In case of difficulty in executing the court 
decree, the police may seek assistance. 

33. Civil Abductions are heard before the Civil Court Family Section
33.1. The child should be legally represented and given 

an autonomous standing before the court. 
33.2. The presiding court should be given discretion to award 

for pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages in cases of civil 
abductions and the wrongful removal/retention of the child. 
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6.4 – Partnerships

34. Cooperation between Governmental and non-Governmental bodies

10 130138001en 1..19 (europa.eu)
11 Council Regulation (EU) No 1259/2010 of 20 December 2010 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area 

of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation (europa.eu)

34.1.  Setting up of National Multi-Agency on 
children and Family Affairs.
 - Functions: Advisory, Policy development, Investigative, 

Inspectorate, Executive, & Independent Enforcement. 
 - National Children Strategy and Action Plan. 
 - National Referral Mechanism – 

Centralised Children’s Services. 
 - Central Authority for Abductions & International Maintenance 
 - Adoptions & Fostering. 
 - Assisted Reproductive Rights. 
 - Transnational Cooperation & Bi-lateral agreements.
 - MOUs & Partnerships.
 - EU Funded Projects.
 - Educational Programmes.

34.2. Inter-Ministerial Committee focusing on law & 
policy development and implementation. 
 - Transposition of the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child (CRC).
 - Ratification of the Optional Protocol on a Communications 

Procedure (OPCP). This Protocol recognizes that children 
have the right to appeal to an international mechanism 
specific to them when national mechanisms fail to address 
violations effectively. Through this treaty, the international 
community puts children’s rights on equal footing with other 
human rights, allowing for more accountability of states.

35. Application of EU rules 
35.1. In cases of cross-border litigation, it becomes a question 

under which court spouses should file an application for 
divorce. The Regulation concerning jurisdiction and the 
recognition and enforcement of judgements in matrimonial 
matters and the matters of parental responsibility10 must 
be applied to provide for a divorce pronounced in one EU 
country to be easily recognised in other EU countries by 
the Central Authorities assisting the applicant parent. 

35.2. To bring legal certainty to international couples wishing 
to divorce, there is also a Regulation11 in place to help 
spouses agree on the national law that should apply to 
their divorce. If the couple does not agree on which law 
to pick, the court or authority responsible determines 
which national law should apply to the divorce.
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List of Stakeholders  

THE OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER 
Parliamentary Secretariat for Social Dialogue

THE MINISTRY FOR HOME AFFAIRS, 
SECURIT Y, EQUALIT Y AND REFORMS
Victim Support Agency
Malta Police Force

THE PARLIAMENTARY SECRE TARIAT FOR EQUALIT Y & REFORMS 
National Commissioner for the Promotion of Equality
National Commissioner for Gender-based 
Violence and Domestic Violence 
The Human Rights Directorate

THE MINISTRY FOR SOCIAL POLIC Y & CHILDREN’S RIGHTS 
National Commissioner for Children
Foundation for Social Welfare Services 
Child Protection Directorate

THE MINISTRY FOR JUSTICE
The State Advocate’s Office
Court Services Agency
Legal Aid Agency
Malta Mediation Centre 

THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN & EUROPE AN AFFAIRS AND TR ADE
EU Coordination Department  
Permanent Representation of Malta to the EU
Technical Attachés 
DG Global Issue, International Development and Economic Affairs
Permanent Mission of the Republic of Malta to the UN
Permanent Mission of the Republic of Malta to the COE

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 
Institute for Education 
The University of Malta 

THE OFFICE OF THE SPE AKER OF THE 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Office of the Parliamentary Ombudsman 
Social Affairs Committee
Family Affairs Committee 

THE EU COMMISSIONER FOR EQUALIT Y

NON- GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS 
Euro Child 
Malta CAN (Malta Children’s Network)
The Malta Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
Flimkien Missirijiet Inqumu
The Grandparents Malta Foundation 
Happy Parenting Malta (For Happier Children)
WICCI Malta
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